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DICKER DATA APPOINTED AS DISTRIBUTOR FOR LENOVO SYSTEM X
Lenovo Seeking Increased SMB Focus

Dicker Data is pleased to announce the extension of our existing distribution agreement with Lenovo
Australia to now include the full range of System x tower servers, 1U and 2U servers, v3700 storage
products and Lenovo networking.
With the integration of IBM’s server business into the Lenovo brand now complete Dicker Data has
been appointed as a distributor in Australia to focus on the SMB market and grow their presence in
the tier two space.
David Dicker, Chairman & CEO, Dicker Data Limited, said “Our strength in the SMB market segment
means we’re in the perfect position to grow Lenovo’s enterprise business. Our partnership with
Lenovo has gone from strength to strength over the years and I am confident we can get a mutually
beneficial result from the extension of our arrangement.”
Fred Viet, Channel Sales Manager ANZ, Lenovo said "We are pleased to be expanding our
relationship with Dicker Data. Since 2012, the distributor has been supporting Lenovo ANZ and has
grown to be one of our largest partners. With Dicker Data now on-board to distribute our high
volume server and storage offerings in Australia, we have strengthened our already robust
distribution network and can now deliver greater reach to service our reseller community. Dicker
Data perfectly complements our SMB strategy and will aid us in growing our channel base and
bolster Lenovo’s SMB business."
Dicker Data has stock on hand available now for resellers to purchase for immediate delivery.

About Dicker Data Limited
Dicker Data Limited was listed on the Australian Stock Exchange on January 24, 2011. Since its listing, the company has achieved record
trading results. The Company is Australia’s largest and longest established Australian owned distributor of Information Technology
products. In addition to Lenovo its vendors include Hewlett-Packard, Toshiba, Samsung, ASUS and other major brands. The Company’s
clients include over 6,600 value added resellers. For more information, see www.dickerdata.com.au

